AUCTION ENDING ON 26TH APRIL 2022 FROM 12NOON
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Auction ending Tuesday, 26th April 2022 from 12noon
Do Not Bid unless you are confident you can pay & collect promptly
Payment & Collection deadline: 4pm, Thursday, 28th April 2022
Opening Hours for Collection: 9am – 4pm
Robson Kay Do Not Package or Deliver
All lots are situated at Robson Kay’s premises in South Manchester and are available to view
by prior appointment, which is strongly encouraged. No lots are tested or warranted. No
refunds or rights of comeback are offered in relation to any aspect of any lot.
All lots are subject to a buyer’s premium of 17.5% + VAT.
Most lots in this sale are subject to VAT on the hammer price.
Immediately below are answers to the most commonly asked questions, followed by a more
detailed explanation of the bidding process:
a) In signing up to the auction, you agree to a payment & collection deadline made clear
in every lot description, typically two working days after the sale. If you cannot pay &
collect within the deadline, DO NOT BID. We do not deliver or package. We appreciate
this timescale is tight, however it is made clear before bidding. Do not choose to
participate in this sale if you cannot adhere to this timescale. It is the responsibility of
the bidder to ensure they complete in time, not the responsibility of the auctioneer to
chase.
b) If your registration has been declined, we will most likely have issued a refundable
deposit request – payment of same will lead to your approval to bid. The deposit is
refundable if you do not bid or if you spend less than your deposit.
c) No paperwork is sent out until the last lot has closed. No collections take place on the
day the sale ends. Emails come from @bidspotter/@ibidder email addresses – ensure
they are not in your spam filter. The winning bidder notification sent out after the sale
ends contains all the important information you need to complete your purchase,
including you paddle number which you should quote at all times.
d) You must pay by bank transfer or online payment with credit/debit card – there are
no cashiering services at Robson Kay.

e) All goods are located at Robson Kay Associates Ltd, Tilson Road, Manchester, M23 9GF
unless otherwise clearly stated. We are usually open for collection on the two days
following the sale from 9am – 4pm. We do not close for lunch, and you do not need
an appointment to collect.
f) Bids are legally binding. There are no rights of comeback, guarantee, refund or return,
no matter what the reason. Please do not bid unless you have viewed to your
satisfaction prior. Lot descriptions cannot be relied upon to be accurate, and items
may be unfit for purpose.
BIDDING PROCESS
1) REGISTRATION
We host all our online auctions on BidSpotter and i-Bidder You must have a BidSpotter (or
i-Bidder) account to sign up to any of our sales.
Please ensure you read & understand the rules of each auction that you sign up to. Every
auctioneer operates differently and independently from each other, so the rules for each
auction differ, sometimes significantly.
Your credit card details are used for the purposes of an identity check, not for payment.
If you fail the I.D. check and/or have no bidding history and/or have one or more incidents
where you have failed to pay any BidSpotter auctioneer and/or you are based overseas,
you are likely to either be declined and/or sent a refundable deposit request. If you pay
the deposit, you will be approved to bid. The deposit will be returned immediately the sale
is over in the event you are unsuccessful.
Please therefore ensure that you sign-up well in advance of the sale – if you wait until the
day the sale is closing before signing up to the sale, there is a strong chance you will not
be approved in time to bid.
Remember all bids are legally binding. Also please remember that we will not change the
bidder’s details on the invoice so you must register in the name you wish the invoice to be
addressed to.
Do Not give your password to anyone else – it is NOT a valid excuse post-sale to claim a
relative/employee/partner/friend/etc bid on your account without your permission – the
registrant will still be held liable for all bidding activity.
PLEASE NOTE many of our auctions are not suited to overseas bidders - the requirement
to package and collect within two days means overseas bidders are unlikely to be able to
comply with our terms. Should you feel you can comply, please contact us to discuss
further and note in the event we do approve you to bid, a substantial deposit will be
required of £2,000 before such approval is granted.

2) VIEWING & BIDDING
VIEWING is strictly by prior appointment. Viewing is highly encouraged.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19 at the beginning of 2020, we have periodically changed
our rules in line with English Law and Public Health England. There is currently no
requirement to wear a mask when visiting our premises.
We have sanitizer stations at each entrance which you must use when entering our
premises. We operate from spacious premises where social distancing is easy to maintain.
We regularly sanitize the premises and the lots. Other than viewing, we keep visitors to a
minimum. For viewing, we stagger arrival times to ensure there are never large numbers
of visitors here at the same time.
PLEASE ACT RESPONSIBLY: If you have any symptoms, or have recently tested positive, or
may have come into contact with someone who has tested positive, please stay at home.
No children under 16 permitted on the premises.
All lots are sold as seen - it is assumed in the act of bidding that all bidders have viewed
lots prior. No allowances of any description whatsoever will be made in the event of
problems as a result of failure to view - it is our strong advice not to bid on anything at all
if you have not viewed to your satisfaction first - our descriptions and photos are
insufficient to rely wholly upon for the purposes of bidding.
Lots close at short intervals. You can bid at any time prior to the lot closing. You can either
bid at the next available bidding level, or leave a maximum bid, in which instance the
system will generate bids on your behalf, buying the lot as cheaply as possible, subject to
what others bid and the level or reserve (if any).
Should you attempt to place a bid ‘off increment’, the system will advise at the time you
attempt to place your bid. The increments increase as the lot price goes up - £5 increments
up to £100, then £10 increments up to £300, then in £20 increments, etc.
Please Note all sales on BidSpotter use `auto bid extension`. If a bid is placed with less than
10 minutes remaining (for that specific lot only) the end time automatically extends by a
further 10 minutes. This will keep occurring until there is a 10 minute period with no bids.
3) BUYER’S PREMIUM & VAT
A Buyer's Premium of 17.5% + VAT is applied to all lots in all sales. Buyer's Premium is
always subject to VAT which can never be zero rated or refunded, even for exporters.
In most auctions, the majority of lots are also subject to VAT on the hammer price.
However, if the vendor is not VAT registered, or if the lot is VAT exempt, the lot price will
not be subject to VAT.

Please look at the additional fees tab in the individual lot descriptions to establish whether
VAT applies to the lot in question.
Strictly for those who register with an address outside the UK, a VAT refund may be
possible for those exporting - see our full terms & conditions for full details. If you register
with a UK address, no refund of VAT will be possible under ANY circumstances.
If you will be looking to reclaim the VAT, it is IMPERATIVE that you inform us at the time of
payment - claims only first registered weeks after the sale will be impossible to facilitate.
4) PAYMENT & COLLECTION
You will receive a ‘winning bidder notification’ email shortly after the last lot closes, with
details of the lots purchased & total balance. This email also contains your paddle number,
which you should quote in all communications including as a bank transfer reference
should you pay by that method. Indeed, almost all commonly asked questions are
answered in the winning bidder notification.
Emails come from @bidspotter or @ibidder email addresses – ensure you look out for
same. If you do not think you have received an email by close of business on the day the
sale ends, it is your responsibility to check your spam filters or contact us.
You will also receive a ‘payment request’ email, shortly after the ‘winning bidder
notification’, which allows you to pay either: Online by credit/debit card
or alternatively
Bank Transfer using the account details in the winning bidder notification
No in person payments are allowed.
No card payments are taken over the phone.
We Do Not Accept Cash
Balances must be paid in full & all goods collected within the timescale stipulated for the
auction in question, typically two working days after the sale ends. Our opening hours for
collection are 9am - 4pm.
No appointment is necessary, and we do not close for lunch.
Most won lots are now brought to the loading bay/door, for buyers to then load
themselves. Although this practice started as a result of COVID restrictions, for now we will
continue with this policy to avoid un-necessary visits inside the premises.
Loading of larger items using our Forklift Truck and driver is often possible (for a small
charge) however not all lots are suited – please check prior to bidding.

We will NOT palletise which means you will still need to send manpower to assist with
loading your lots. Please remember that pallets are excluded and therefore should you
wish to remove pallets with the lots still on them, you will need to bring like for like pallets
to exchange (e.g., euro, regular and blue).
No collections will be possible on the day the auction ends - wait until the morning
following the sale before visiting to avoid a wasted journey.
COLLECTION DEADLINE: YOU WILL BE CHARGED a late collection/payment charge if you do
not collect in time. It is deliberately high in the hope that buyers will make every possible
effort to pay & collect promptly.
Goods paid for but not collected within one week of the collection deadline will be treated
as abandoned unless agreed in writing with Robson Kay prior. Failure to pay will result in a
block on the BidSpotter / i-Bidder platforms. We reserve the right to sell the goods
elsewhere if goods are not paid for within the payment deadline.
WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM ASSIST WITH POSTAGE OR PACKAGING - PLEASE
BEAR THIS IN MIND BEFORE BIDDING. We do not supply boxes or packing materials, nor
do we deliver.
This means if you send a carrier (or attend to uplift in person), you must remember we will
not put the lot/s you have won in a box/bag/envelope, seal/tape up a box, lend tools to
help dismantle machinery, load items on a pallet, shrink wrap pallets/items, label anything,
weigh lots or indeed do anything other than point you/your carrier in the direction of the
lots in question and supervise their removal. If this will pose a problem, DO NOT BID. After
every sale, at least one bidder will ask us to ‘bend the rules’ giving a most compelling
reason for same. THIS MEANS WE WILL NOT ASSIST IN THE DISPATCH OR COLLECTION OF
LOTS – NO EXCEPTIONS – Do not ask for an exception to be made as our refusal may offend.
5) FULL TERMS
Please ensure that you read our full terms & conditions for further details.

Lots 1 – 6 are blank
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OY62 XRZ Audi Q3 S Line TDI Quattro, 6-speed manual gearbox, 1968cc diesel engine.
Colour: Grey. First registered: 17.09.12. Total number of keepers: 3. Current owner: The
Director of a company pending future liquidation. An original logbook is included with this
lot. The GOV.UK website indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 13.02.23, however
there is no physical MOT certificate included with this lot. Recorded mileage: 113,517.
Specification: Electric front & rear windows, electric mirrors, electric handbrake, air-con,
front heated windscreen, auto lights, steering wheel controls, centre control display with
built-in sat nav, Bluetooth connection, media player, built-in CD player, rear parking
sensors, S Line leather interior, alloy wheels
Aston Martin carbon fibre rear diffuser, understood to be for use with Aston Martin V8 &
V12 Vantage (model years 2005 - 2018, showing manufacture date of November 2017.
Please note small area of crack/damage on left hand side of area where number plate is
affixed
Leica Absolute laser tracker, model AT901-MR. Serial no. 3862. Last calibrated June 2021.
Includes Leica T-CAM MR with case plus Leica AT controller 900 & large carry case to hold
the abovementioned items plus a quantity of cable (also included). This lot consists of a
Leica Absolute tracker model AT901-MR, Leica T-CAM MR, Leica AT controller 900 plus
cables & a series of cases, all as pictured. Please note we are informed there is an issue
with the laser within the AT901
Photocentric Wash 99 ultrasonic cleaner model JP-300ST
2019 Photocentric Liquid Crystal Magna

Lots 12 – 14 are blank
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Viper Fang 20 industrial floor scrubber, model Fang 20-EU
3D Systems Figure 4 Standalone 3D printer
Leica Piper 100 pipe laser including remote control, bracket & other ancillaries plus carry
case
Leica Rugby 400 DG laser measuring device including Leica Rod Eye 160 Digital & Rod Eye
180 Digital RF units plus other ancillaries & carry case, all as pictured
Leica model TCR703 motorised Total Station including batteries & charger plus carry case
Leica model NA720 automatic level in carry case

Lot 21 is blank
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2014 Faro model LLP ES including carry case & calibration plate
2015 Faro model ES LLP including carry case & calibration plate

Lot 24 is blank
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Zeiss KMG Check including ancillaries & dedicated carry case as pictured
Medit Solutionix 3D scanner model MD-ID0300 & calibration panel/accessory kit in box
Snapmaker 3-in-1 3D printer including box, book pack & ancillaries, all as pictured
FreeScan X5 3D scanner including carry case & ancillaries

Lot 29 is blank
30

Snapmaker items comprising power module, 6 off individually boxed linear modules plus
additional items, all as pictured

Lot 31 is blank
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Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker model A350 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
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Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - no banding, removed from box, as
pictured - box included - assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A250 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker model A150 3D printer - no banding, removed from box, as pictured - box
included - assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker model A150 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A150 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker model A150 3D printer - boxed, delivered with original banding, assumed to
be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A150 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A150 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
Snapmaker enclosure for use with model A150 - boxed, delivered with original banding,
assumed to be new/unused
3D Systems FabPro 1000 3D printer
Snapmaker consumables for A150 printer - this lot comprises 5 off double sided print
sheets, 2 off frosted acrylic sheets & 2 off basswood sheets
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Snapmaker consumables for A150 printer - this lot comprises 8 off MDF wasteboards
Snapmaker consumables for A250 printer - this lot comprises 10 off frosted acrylic sheets
Snapmaker consumables for A250 printer - this lot comprises 10 off MDF wood sheets
Snapmaker consumables for A250 printer - this lot comprises 9 off double sided print
sheets
Snapmaker consumables for A250 printer - this lot comprises 10 off basswood sheets
Snapmaker consumables for A250 printer - this lot comprises 7 off MDF wasteboards
Snapmaker consumables for A250 printer - this lot comprises 7 off MDF wasteboards
Snapmaker consumables for A350 printer - this lot comprises 3 off frosted acrylic sheets
& 9 off MDF wasteboards
5 off 3D printer filament packs - this lot comprises 5 boxes, each containing 1kg of 1.75mm
diameter Deep Black PLA
5 off 3D printer filament packs - this lot comprises 5 boxes, each containing 1kg of 1.75mm
diameter Deep Black PLA
5 off 3D printer filament packs - this lot comprises 5 boxes, each containing 1kg of 1.75mm
diameter Arctic White PLA
5 off 3D printer filament packs - this lot comprises 5 boxes, each containing 1kg of 1.75mm
diameter Arctic White PLA
Printer filament - this lot comprises 7 off 1kg reels of White 1.75mm diameter PETG
filament
Printer filament - this lot comprises 7 off 1kg reels of Black 1.75mm diameter PETG
filament
4 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker Red PETG filament
5 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker Black PLA filament
5 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker Black PLA filament
3 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker White PLA filament
5 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker White PLA filament
3 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker Blue PETG filament
5 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker Blue PETG filament
10 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker White PLA filament
10 off 1kg packs of Snapmaker White PLA filament
3 off assorted consumable packs
Quantity of Snapmaker parts comprising 2 off power modules & 16 linear modules in 3
sizes
3D Systems NextDent LC-3D Mixer
3D Systems NextDent LC-3D Print Box
Photocentric Cure L curing oven, including box of ancillaries as pictured above same
Snapmaker model A250 3D printer - no banding, removed from box, as pictured - box
included
Large quantity of acid free tissue paper, comprising the contents of a pallet with approx.
62 packs, each pack containing 480 off 50cm x 75cm sheets. Colours include Ivory, Royal
Blue, Dark Green, Baby Blue, Red, Grey, Light Pink, Pink & more, plus the contents of the
adjacent pallet, which comprises a quantity of primarily loose tissue paper - pallets
excluded
5 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 300 x 405mm size, in blue & red. Each of the 5 boxes
contains approx. 500 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
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7 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 230 x 305mm size, in pink, blue, purple & red. Each of the
7 boxes contains approx. 1,000 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
7 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 230 x 305mm size, in pink, purple & red. Each of the 7
boxes contains approx. 1,000 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
7 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 250 x 350mm size, in pink & purple. Each of the 7 boxes
contains approx. 1,000 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
6 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 250 x 350mm size, in red, pink & blue. Each of the 6 boxes
contains approx. 1,000 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full & in fact in
this lot, one box is practically empty
4 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 170 x 252mm size, in red, purple, pink & blue. Each of the
4 boxes contains approx. 2,000 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
6 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 405 x 525mm size, in red, purple & pink. Each of the 6
boxes contains approx. 500 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
4 boxes of self-seal mailing bags, 255 x 355mm size, in blue, red & purple. Each of the 4
boxes contains approx. 1,000 mailing bags however some of the boxes are not full
6 assorted size boxes of assorted size self-seal mailing bags in assorted colours
5 assorted size boxes of A3 board-backed brown envelopes. Approx. 300 - 350 envelopes
in total
2 boxes containing a total of 250 A4 board-backed brown envelopes
3 boxes containing a total of 375 A4 board-backed white envelopes
3 boxes containing a total of 375 A4 board-backed white envelopes
3 boxes containing a total of 375 A5 board-backed brown envelopes
4 boxes containing a total of 400 A4 board-backed brown envelopes
4 boxes containing a total of 400 A4 board-backed brown envelopes plus quantity of loose
envelopes in part-filled box
2 boxes containing a total of 500 A6 board-backed brown envelopes
9 boxes containing a total of 2,250 A6 board-backed brown envelopes
6 boxes containing a total of 6000 Messy Mutz poop scoop bags
6 boxes containing a total of 6000 Messy Mutz poop scoop bags
Contents of a pallet of assorted brown paper bags - wide variety of sizes - pallet excluded
Large quantity of white sulphite bags - extra wide row of assorted sizes, as per pictures
4 boxes of White Patch handle carriers, size 15 x 18 + 3" & 22 x 18 + 3". 2 boxes each
containing 500 of one size & 2 boxes each containing 500 of the other, making 2,000 bags
in total
Contents of a pallet of grey mailing bags. This lot comprises 5 large boxes & 3 smaller
boxes, with most of the boxes only being part-full
7 boxes, each containing 5,000 4 x 6 grey mailing bags
3 boxes, each containing 500 28 x 34 grey mailing bags
Quantity of grey mailing bags comprising one box containing 1,000 7 x 9 bags & 2 boxes,
each containing 6 x 9 bags
4 boxes, each containing 750 off 21 x 24 grey mailing bags
4 boxes, each containing 750 off 21 x 24 grey mailing bags
5 boxes, each containing 300 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 230 x 285 + 30mm in size
5 boxes, each containing 300 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 230 x 285 + 30mm in size
5 boxes, each containing 150 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 305 x 435 + 30mm in size
6 boxes, each containing 150 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 305 x 435 + 30mm in size
8 boxes, each containing 500 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 130 x 185 + 30mm in size
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5 boxes, each containing 100 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 380 x 435 + 30mm in size
3 boxes, each containing 150 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 280 x 360 + 30mm in size
3 boxes, each containing 750 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 100 x 135 + 30mm in size
3 boxes, each containing 300 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 180 x 235 + 30mm in size
5 boxes, each containing 150 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 305 x 435 + 30mm in size
5 boxes, each containing 150 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 305 x 435 + 30mm in size
5 boxes, each containing 150 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 305 x 435 + 30mm in size
5 boxes, each containing 100 off SAS self-sealing bubble bags, 380 x 435 + 30mm in size
4 boxes, 3 of which each contain 750 off bags, 100 x 135 + 30mm in size & one box
containing 150 bags, 280 x 360 + 30mm in size
Contents of a pallet containing 8 boxes of assorted rubber household & latex gloves - pallet
excluded
8 assorted sized boxes of Stronghold Prime high quality clear polythene bags in assorted
sizes & styles
7 boxes of Grip Seal bags - each box contains 1,000 127 x 191mm bags
7 boxes of Grip Seal bags - each box contains 1,000 140 x 140mm bags
9 boxes of Grip Seal bags - each box contains 1,000 114 x 114mm bags
9 boxes of Grip Seal bags - each box contains 1,000 114 x 114mm bags
6 boxes of Grip Seal bags - each box contains 1,000 203 x 279mm bags
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 203 x 279mm in size, estimated 4,000
bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 203 x 279mm in size, estimated 4,000
bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 203 x 279mm in size, estimated 4,000
bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 203 x 279mm in size, estimated 4,000
bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 203 x 279mm in size, estimated 4,000
bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 203 x 279mm in size, estimated 4,000
bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 114 x 114mm in size, estimated
12,000 bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 114 x 114mm in size, estimated
12,000 bags in total
Carton of Mini Grip white panel bags, each bag being 114 x 114mm in size, estimated
12,000 bags in total
Approx. 28,000 Mini Grip white panel bags, size 114 x 114mm - 2 cartons plus 4 smaller
boxes
Approx. 36,000 Mini Grip white panel bags, size 114 x 114mm - 3 cartons each containing
12,000 bags
Approx. 36,000 Mini Grip white panel bags, size 114 x 114mm - 3 cartons each containing
12,000 bags
Approx. 36,000 Mini Grip white panel bags, size 114 x 114mm - 3 cartons each containing
12,000 bags
7,500 grey mailing bags size 14 x 19 - 5 cartons, each containing 1,500 bags
7,500 grey mailing bags size 14 x 19 - 5 cartons, each containing 1,500 bags
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Approx. 5,000 12 x 16 grey mailing bags - 5 assorted size boxes
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 5 boxes
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 5 boxes
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 5 boxes
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 5 boxes
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 5 boxes
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 5 boxes
Box containing 200 grey mailing bags size 28 x 34
Approx. 2,500 13 x 19 grey mailing bags - 6 boxes
5 assorted boxes of Sure Grip plain grip seal bags, sizes GL13, GL14 & GL16
6 boxes of Sure Grip GL10 plain grip seal bags, 1,000 per box i.e., 6,000 bags in total
6 boxes of Sure Grip GL11 plain grip seal bags, 1,000 per box i.e., 6,000 bags in total
4 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL07 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
4 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL07 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
5 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL09 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
5 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL06 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
Carton containing 12,000 GL06 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
Carton containing 12,000 GL06 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
5 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL05 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
6 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL05 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
8 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL01 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
8 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL01 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
8 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL01 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
9 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL01 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
9 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL00 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
9 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL00 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
9 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL00 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
9 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL00 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
6 boxes, each containing 1,000 GL01 Sure Grip plain grip seal bags
7 boxes, each containing 1,000 Sure Grip GA125 Write On Panel grip seal bags
Carton containing 50,000 Sure Grip GL00 plain grip seal bags
4 assorted boxes of polythene bags
Ultra-high spec HP Z4 G4 Workstation, Intel Core i9-10980XE CPU @ 3.00 MHz 18 Cores,
RAM 128GB, 1TB SSD, Nvidia Quadro P1000 Graphics Card
Ultra-high spec HP Z4 G4 Workstation, Intel Core i9-10980XE CPU @ 3.00 MHz 18 Cores,
RAM 128GB, 1TB SSD, Nvidia Quadro P1000 Graphics Card
Getac combination laptop/tablet in heavy-duty case - no ancillaries
Lenovo ThinkPad T400 notebook computer - no ancillaries
Lenovo ThinkPad 10 in carry case - no ancillaries
Lenovo ThinkPad 10 in carry case - no ancillaries
Lenovo ThinkPad 10 in carry case - no ancillaries
Lenovo ThinkPad 10 in carry case - no ancillaries
2 off Microsoft Surface tablets, Intel Atom X7Z7800, RAM 4GB, 120GB SSD, each with case,
charging cable & charger, both marked "scrap/faulty"
3 off Microsoft Surface tablets, Intel Core Atom X7-Z8700, RAM 4GB, 120GB SSD, each with
case & charging cable, both marked "scrap/faulty"
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Microsoft Surface tablet including Incipo ultra rugged case
Quantity of tablet protective cases & other related items
Contents of a crate of assorted USB & other cables plus chargers & more - crate excluded
Contents of a crate of extra-long USB & other cables - crate excluded
Trailing socket communications box, Automotive E:Can & 50m CAT6 cable
14 off tie clip microphones, model TCM141
Pair of Signal King units
Contents of a crate of assorted small speaker drive units by Scanspeak, Visaton & others
Contents of 5 crates of assorted fixings, sockets, connectors & more
Panasonic Toughbook model CF-U1, including 2 off chargers plus docking system
Panasonic cradle for use with Toughbook plus Getac twin charging units & other related
items - this lot comprises the total contents of the crate
Acer projector model P1173DLP/QSV1308. Marked "faulty". Includes remote, book pack
& carry case
Rexel paper shredder
Contents of a crate of cables - crate excluded
Contents of a crate of cables - crate excluded
Contents of a crate of cables - crate excluded
Contents of a crate of cables - crate excluded
2 off Peli large mobile flight cases, model 1770, external measurements approx. 143cm x
47cm x 27cm
5 off flight cases, measuring approx. 52cm x 40cm x 20cm & approx. 56cm x 41cm x 22cm
- two different models/styles
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
7 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
10 off telescopic extending poles plus carry case
Contents of a pallet of assorted customised extending poles - pallet excluded
Quantity of drain rods
4 off universal drain cleaning sets
5 off roller display stands, each with carry case
Quantity of sensor heads & related items
Contents of a pallet of drainpipe connected items & related - pallet excluded
Contents of a stillage of drainpipe & related items - stillage excluded
Contents of a stillage of ridged plastic tubing - stillage excluded
3 off tambour front pale grey metal cupboards. NB damage to one door
Prism server cabinet, including spare rails located in front of cabinet as can be seen in
pictures. Cables & patch panels located within the cabinet all included. Key included
Black server cabinet with glass door. Key included. Includes patch panels, multi-way
power adaptors & fibreoptic components all as pictured. Also includes additional shelves
as pictured
Bliss air conditioning unit model WAP-357EC-26R
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2 assorted floor standing paper shredders
4 assorted kick steps & similar
4 tubs of Allegrini Antigelo & similar - 2 tubs appear full & 2 appear part used
2 assorted electric car charging cables - crate excluded
12 off Polycom model VVX411 telephone handsets
12 off Polycom model VVX411 telephone handsets
12 off Polycom model VVX411 telephone handsets
12 off Polycom model VVX411 telephone handsets
16 off Polycom model VVX411 telephone handsets plus Polycom SoundStation IP5000
conference phone
8 off IT stands, some of which incorporate 4-way USB ports plus 3 pairs of computer
speakers
4 assorted Samsung & Nokia mobile phones - one power adaptor included but no other
ancillaries
Apple iPhone - no ancillaries. NB Locked to Apple account
4 off DrayTek Vigor 2800 Series modem firewalls. This lot consists of 2 model Vigor 2832N
units each with aerials & power supply, 1 off Vigor 2860 unit with aerials & power supply
plus 1 off Vigor 2862N unit which has no aerials or power supply
Dymo Rhino 5200 heavy-duty label printer including power supply
Dyson cool air multiplier fan plus additional mini desk fan
Quantity of assorted software & other IT items as pictured
Illy model 640 capsule coffee machine
Dell 27" widescreen monitor. NB no stand/bracket
Acer UHD 4K2K 24" widescreen monitor. NB no bracket/stand
Samsung 24" widescreen monitor including stand
LG curved 34" monitor including stand
Scansnap model IX500 desktop scanner including power pack
Scansnap model IX500 desktop scanner. NB no power pack
Tablet component plus 4 off tablet mounts
2 off Cisco wireless access points model AIR-CAP27021-E-K9, including wall-mounting
bracket
3 off Cisco wireless access points model AIR-CAP27021-E-K9, including wall-mounting
bracket
Benq projector model W1070 including book pack, remote control & power cable
Box of homemade tablets, components for tablets & other IT related items
28 off Lenovo ThinkPad tablets, many of which have adhesive or other items on & we
cannot be certain whether they all work. This lot includes the contents of the crate of
power adaptors pictured next to same
2 off multi-socket power distribution boards
Small quantity of first aid equipment
RED wooden DAB radio
4 off multi-socket extension reels
4 off 12m twin socket extension reels
Flavia Drink Station coffee machine model Creation 400 including 2 boxes of Flavia coffee
sachets
nix 18" digital photo frame
Case & contents of Stanley knives
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Apple keyboard plus Apple power adaptor
Quantity of fixings & other items comprising 2 empty plastic cases, 1 box & contents plus
1 tin & contents
Crate & contents of cable ties
4 large boxes & 1 small box of grip seal bags
19 off Alhua CCTV cameras
Contents of a crate of CCTV equipment comprising 7 cameras plus other miscellaneous
items
4 off M3 mobile portable data collection terminals model MC-7100S, including ancillaries
as pictured
Quantity of cleaning related items & similar comprising mat, sign, brush & more
Trolley with removable handle
2 large whiteboards plus small paper cutter & crate of security cables & keys
4 off Treston heavy-duty height adjustable mobile tables each with top measuring 150cm
x 90cm
Treston heavy-duty height adjustable mobile table with top measuring 150cm x 70cm
3 off Treston heavy-duty height adjustable tables each with top measuring 150cm x 70cm
6 off Treston heavy-duty height adjustable tables each with top measuring 150cm x 70cm
5 off Treston heavy-duty height adjustable tables in assorted sizes as follows: 1 off 100cm
x 50cm, 2 off 70cm x 50cm, 2 off 70cm x 70cm
4 off Treston heavy-duty height adjustable tables in assorted sizes as follows: 1 off 70cm
x 50cm, 1 off 100cm x 50cm, 1 off 150cm x 70cm, 1 off 180cm x 70cm. NB one of the tables
has a pull-out keyboard drawer
Quantity of tables comprising 1 off Treston heavy-duty height adjustable table measuring
150cm x 70cm (with cut outs as pictured), 1 off heavy-duty table with top measuring 90cm
x 75cm, 1 off Treston height adjustable table frame with stainless steel basin/basin cut
outs above same & 2 off mini tables/shelves
Extraction canopy comprising ceiling mountable stainless steel hood plus motor
Quantity of blue racking components/frame as pictured
Brecknell model 6000BP very heavy-duty platform scales with Ohaus Defender 3000 digital
readout. Platform measures approximately 150cm square
6 off safety barriers, 4 of which measure 210cm x 105cm. The other 2 barriers are slightly
smaller as can be seen in the photographs
Bisley pale grey metal stationery cupboard, 91cm x 40cm x 100cm
Approximately 112 assorted multi-frame spectacle cases - this lot comprises the total
contents of the pallet
Cisco model WS-C3850-48P rack mountable switch
Cisco model WS-C3850-48P rack mountable switch
Cisco model WS-C3850-48T rack mountable switch including model C3850-NM-2-10G
network module
Cisco model WS-C3850-48T rack mountable switch including model C3850-NM-2-10G
network module
Cisco model WS-C3850-48P rack mountable switch including model C3850-NM-2-10G
network module
Cisco model WS-C3850-48P rack mountable switch including model C3850-NM-2-10G
network module
2 off Devicemaster model RTSRM rack mountable switches
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2 off Cisco ASA 5520 Series switches
4 assorted Cisco switches
Cisco 890 Series switch. NB although this lot includes bag, cables & box we are uncertain
if it has been used or if it is new
Dell EMC R440 PowerEdge rack mountable server with 2 off 600GB HDD
Dell EMC R440 PowerEdge rack mountable server with 2 off 600GB HDD
Dell EMC R440 PowerEdge rack mountable server with 2 off 600GB HDD
Dell PowerEdge R610 rack mountable server with 2 off 146GB HDD
Dell PowerEdge R610 rack mountable server with 2 off 147GB HDD
Dell PowerEdge R610 rack mountable server with 2 off 146GB HDD
NetApp model DS4243 multi-bay rack mountable storage unit with 24 off 600GB HDD
NetApp model DS4243 multi-bay rack mountable storage unit with 24 off 600GB HDD
NetApp FAS2040 rack mountable multi-bay storage unit with 12 off 600GB HDD
NetApp FAS2040 rack mountable multi-bay storage unit with 12 off 600GB HDD
Dell MD3420 rack mountable multi-bay storage unit with 4 off 400GB SSD & 18 off 1.8TB
SSD
Eneo rack mountable DVR
Inspire rack mountable DVR
3 off Alhua DVRs
2 off assorted telecommunications related switches plus APC smart UPS 1000
6 off rack mountable APC battery backup units
HP EliteDesk PC including 24" widescreen monitor plus keyboard & mouse faulty
HP EliteDesk PC including 24" widescreen monitor plus keyboard & mouse Intel Core i57500 RAM 4GB 500GB HDD
HP EliteDesk PC including 24" widescreen monitor plus keyboard & mouse Intel Core i57500 RAM 4GB 500GB HDD
HP EliteDesk PC including 24" widescreen monitor plus keyboard & mouse Intel Core i57500 RAM 4GB 500GB HDD
HP EliteDesk PC including 24" widescreen monitor plus keyboard & mouse Intel Core i57500 RAM 4GB 500GB HDD
HP ProDesk PC including 24" widescreen monitor plus keyboard & mouse Intel Core i77700 RAM 16GB 1 off 1.8TB HDD 2 off 250GB SSD
Zebra model ZXP Series 1 card printer
7 off Zebra ZXP Series 1 ribbons
Wasp Barcode Technologies printer model WPL612
Zebra GK420D label printer including power supply
Zebra GK420D label printer including power supply
Zebra GK420D label printer including power supply
HP ProBook 4720S notebook computer Intel Core i5 RAM 4GB 150GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Including power adaptor Intel Core i5-6300U RAM
16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Intel Core i3-7100U RAM 4GB no hard drive
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Intel Core i3-5005U RAM 4GB 500GB HDD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Intel Core i5-4300M RAM 16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Intel Core i5-7200U RAM 16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Intel Core i5-4300M RAM 16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer Intel Core i5-4300M RAM 16GB 950GB HDD
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Samsung 50" plasma TV including remote control & bracket
LG 42" TV including 2 remote controls & bracket
Hitachi 50" TV including remote control & bracket
Samsung 55" TV including remote control & bracket
Dell Vostro Core i5 desktop computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse
Intel Core i5-9400 RAM 8GB 250GB SSD
Dell Vostro Core i5 desktop computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse
Intel Core i5-9400 RAM 8GB 250GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 3070 Core i5 desktop computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard &
mouse Intel Core i5-9500 RAM 8GB 500GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 3040 Core i5 desktop computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard &
mouse Intel Core i5-6500 RAM 8GB 500GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 3040 Core i5 desktop computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard &
mouse Intel Core i5-6500 RAM 8GB 120GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-4300M RAM
16GB 250GB SSD Screen is faulty
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-4300M RAM
16GB 500GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-4300M RAM
16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-4300M RAM
16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-4300M RAM
16GB no hard drive
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-3230M RAM
16GB 250GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor Intel Core i5-4300M RAM
8GB 120GB SSD
Lenovo ThinkPad notebook computer including power adaptor. NB1 Broken screen. NB2
No hard drive
Dell Vostro V131 notebook computer including power pack Intel Core i5-2410M RAM 8GB
500GB SSD
Dell notebook computer. NB1 No power pack. NB2 Broken screen
Lenovo notebook computer with power pack Intel Core i5-4210 RAM 4GB 500GB SSD
Dell XPS notebook computer with power pack Intel Core 2 1700 CPU 17250 RAM 2GB
250GB SSD
4 off assorted external hard drives - capacities as follows: 2 off 1TB & 2 off 2TB
Liverpool Football Club related items comprising 2 wallets, 1 pin badge & 2 sets of
headphones each with an LFC branded case
4 off assorted external hard drives - specifications as follows: 1 off 5TB, 1 off 2TB, 1 off
8TB, 1 off 500GB. All HDD
Synology model DS920+ 4 bay NAS enclosure with 4 off Toshiba NAS N300 6TB HDD hard
drives. Includes keys
Samsung widescreen TV model UE32D4000. NB no remote
The contents of a crate of IT related items as pictured
7 assorted toner kits & similar
The contents of 2 crates of assorted computer related components
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The contents of a crate of heavy-duty mounting brackets
Quantity of damaged laptops & laptop hard drives - the contents of the crate
10 off assorted headsets & 3 off Microsoft HD cameras
17 off assorted notebook docking stations
Dell Optiplex 3020 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i5-4590 RAM 8GB 120GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 3020 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i5-4590 RAM 8GB 120GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 3020 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i5-4590 RAM 16GB 500GB HDD
Dell Optiplex 3020 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i5-4590 RAM 16GB 250GB HDD
Dell Optiplex 7010 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i5-3470 RAM 4GB 250GB HDD
Dell Optiplex 790 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i3-2120 RAM 4GB 250GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 790 tower computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse Intel
Core i3-2120 RAM 4GB 250GB HDD
Dell Precision T5510 tower computer including keyboard, mouse & widescreen monitor
Intel Xeon E5-2609 RAM 16GB 250GB SSD
Dell Optiplex 760 tower computer including keyboard, mouse & widescreen monitor
Pentium Dual-Core E5300 RAM 2GB 100GB HDD
Lenovo all-in-one computer including keyboard & mouse Intel Core i5-4430S RAM 4GB
250GB SSD
Lenovo all-in-one computer including keyboard & mouse Intel Core i3-4130 RAM 4GB No
hard drive
Dell Vostro 220 desktop computer including widescreen monitor, keyboard & mouse
Pentium Dual-Core E5300 RAM 4GB 250GB HDD
The contents of 2 crates of computer keyboards & mice
7 off Intel model NUC5i3MYHE ultra compact computers
The contents of a crate of handheld scanner computers, docking stations, barcode
scanners & similar
The contents of a crate of multi-way trailing sockets
The contents of a crate of multi-way trailing sockets
Euro pallet truck
3 off assorted widescreen monitors each with a monitor desk clamp/bracket
3 off assorted Dell monitors each with a monitor desk clamp/bracket
6 off Dell monitors each with 3 twin arm monitor desk clamp/bracket, i.e. 2 monitors per
mount, 3 mounts in total
4 off Dell monitors each with 2 twin arm monitor desk clamp/bracket, i.e. 2 monitors per
mount, 2 mounts in total
8 assorted computer monitors & similar
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
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Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
Kyocera Ecosys model FS-4200DN printer with additional paper cassette
HP Pagewide Pro MFP 477DW multifunction printer scanner copier
HP LaserJet Enterprise M609 printer
HP LaserJet Enterprise M609 printer
12 off stacking yellow crates
The contents of 3 crates of assorted computer cables
Multi-drawer cabinet & its contents of computer cables
3 off individually boxed Dell & HP monitors as pictured
The contents of 2 crates of computer cables & power packs
The contents of 3 crates of power cables & computer cables
5 assorted monitors plus 1 monitor arm

